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Season: 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Season 6 Season 6 Season 2 Season 3 Season 3 Season 5 Season 5 Season 6 Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 20, 2017 You know the face of the Beacon Hills to join the final fight with Gerard, the hunters, i anuke-ite Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 19 , Argent is looking for an
old friend in Brazil, while Scott and Malia try to learn to fight without using their eyes. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 18, while the boys try to identify Anuke-ite's second face, Lydia and Malia try to get answers from Halwyn, hellhound. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 17, Scott and Malia are working on recruiting
famous faces to join the fight, and the package makes a discovery regarding akue-ite. Watch the full episode of Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 16, Liam and Theo lure hunters away from Beacon Hills, while Scott, Malia, Lydia, and Argent break into Gerard's bunker. Watch the Full Episode of Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 15, when two werewolves are arrested,
Monroe and her group of hunters surround the sheriff's station, demanding their release. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 14, the school turns against Liam, scott, Lydia and Malia try to calm down with Gerard before the war comes. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 13, Lydia has another preview, and Scott is leading
the search for Brett, who is currently injured and trying to hide from Gerard and Monroe. Watch the full episode of Teen Wolf Season 6 episode 12, Scott and Malia contact Argent for help after discovering a silver ball casing with fleur-de-lis stamps on it. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 11, as Scott, Malia, and Lydia prepare to leave
Beacon Hills for college, but but but but course, something sinister pops up. Watching Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 10, Stiles is reuniting with friends as the pack faces Mr. Douglas and Ghost Riders in the winter finale. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 9, Liam and Theo are Ghost Rider bait while Scott, Lydia, and Malia
try to remind Stiles that they would open up luxury dimensions. Watching Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 8, Theo reveals what he knows about Mr. Douglas, while Scott, Lydia and Malia try to get through the luxury of getting Stiles. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 7, Theo helps Liam catch Ghost Rider, while Malia and
Peter search for a way into the Ghost Rider train station. Watch the full episode of Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 6, Scott, Lydia and Malia head to Canaan to look for clues while Hayden and Liam work on their plan to catch Ghost Rider. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 5, Stiles encounters Peter at the train station, and back to Beacon
Hills, Roscoe is discovered by Lydia, Scott, and Malia. Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 3, Malia, Scott and Lydia visit Elias Stiles Stilinski, while Liam tries to protect his friend from ghost riders. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 2, Scott, Lydia and Malia search for answers about who they lack out of life, and Corey finds a
connection between his abilities and Poaching. Watch Full Episode On Teen Wolf Season 6 Episode 1, a pack encounters a boy whose parents are missing, and while trying to find his parents, the pack discovers a deeper threat. Show: Teen Wolf Season: 6 Air Dates: November 15, 2016 to September 24, 2017 Total Episodes: 20 Skip to the content of
Derek, Stiles, and more return to Beacon Hills helping Scott fight Gerard (and Anuk-Ite) Well, Teen Wolf fans. We've gone to the finals of the series and I'm very interested in how you feel about the farewell to the show. But before we get to our thought, let's talk about what happened when Scott and his pack confronted Anuk-Ite, Gerard and a whole bunch of
angry hunters. The clock starts with a small time jump, when we find Scott sleeping alone in a motel to wake up so Argent can knock on his door. They're going to Los Angeles together when Scott tells us, I'll tell you a story. It might sound familiar. He was this kid, 16, alone and running for his life. And he couldn't see them, but he heard them approaching.
They had guns. Crossbows. They were after him. It started on the night of the full moon. Something came to him. Something bit him. And it changed his life. It changed everything. As we watch a child fleeing from the hunters, Scott and Argent show up to save him. Then they put him in the seat of Argent's car, where we find out his name is Alec. And let's be
cool to learn Alec's story, I think Alec is the perfect portrayal of teen wolf's fandom, because all he wants to know is Scott's story! As Scott tells him, there were parts of his story he didn't expect: The people I thought would be with me forever are the ones I lost. (Well, here's your first Allison reference finale.) And then he said, Some people I thought I could
never trust, they saved my life... more than once. Get the smile out of Argent. But Alec, once again, wants to know how Scott's story ends. Thanks, man, so do we. Scott and company avoid shooting Monroe's fast-moving army. The bad news is that their fates look pretty tight when — good news! Stiles came to Roscoe and hit Monroe's husband. And with
him? Derek! Because Derek led the charge, Scott's pack starts to fight, and when they seem to be winning, Monroe and what's left of her. run away. Scott then turns his attention to the dying Deucalion, who informs Scott that Gerard's biggest fear is that he can't beat Scott and knows it. Scott then turns to Derek, who tells them that the words beacon hills in
blood were written on a wall in Brazil. Scott: You came back for Beacon Hills? Derek: No, I came back for you. And you hug a lovely man. Man, I missed that. (I also missed Stiles, who wasted no time in a situation of life or death to be be edited because his friends left him out of the loop.) But the meeting is short when Gerard comes through on Roscoe's
radio. And because he's Gerard, of course he reads some Shakespeare (and it seems that Derek is the only Julius Caesar fan in the house). Gerard tells Scott that he has Jackson in the armory, his father in prison, Parrish in Eichen, Liam and the company trapped in the hospital. With his army everywhere, Scott has to come to him. It's time for war. (Next:
Peter meets Anuk-Ite) First, Scott calls Theo to help Liam at the hospital. The rest of us catch up with the animal clinic, where we're going to get what's probably my favorite finale scene, just because we can watch Stiles pretend to save Derek from a SWAT attack when, in fact, Derek tells us all that he ended up transferred Stiles out of the mission after he
was shot in the heels. I've missed all these guys together, and this is one scene where they can make fun of each other and remind us of that chemistry. The point case? They tell Stiles about Anuk-Ite, and we have a great interaction: Stiles: You tell me we have to go blindly against this thing... and face our deepest fear? Scott: Yes, why, what are you most
afraid of? Stiles: Blindness. As Stiles said, it seems to be an unfortunate overlap. Do I have to say again how much I missed him? Scott tells Stiles and Lydia to save Jackson, while Scott, Malia and Derek are headed to high school to try to figure out how to catch Anuk-Ite. Do they know how to do it? Nope! But they're still going in! At high school, peter meets
them, who puts down his phone before they can properly warn him not to watch in Anuk-Ite. 20 seconds later, he turned to stone. But when Malia, Scott and Derek find him, they still hear a heartbeat, so the tension immediately comes out of this moment, because it looks like they're going to bring him back. Even when he saw Peter, Scott realized how he
could catch Anuk-Ite? I don't know about all of you, but I'm confused. In the armory, Jackson manages to free himself from handcuffs using his words... and his tail. yes, he still has it. But by the time he's freed, his rescue mission is already underway. When Stiles and Lydia round up They bumped into Jackson, and Lydia's excited. Run away into his arms – it's
all a little too close for the comfort of Stiles, who eventually separates them. Lydia quickly catches Jackson before explaining that he won't leave without Ethan. Wait, what's Ethan doing here? Stiles and Lydia wonder how slowly they put it all together. Lydia's reaction to their relationship: Oh my God, I thought you'd never figure it out. While Jackson grabs
Ethan, Stiles gets Scott something he needs out of the armory. At the hospital, Corey and Mason picked a very strange time to share I love you, and Mom McCall wakes Nolan with fragrant salt. It doesn't take long for the shot to start, and Theo arrives just in time to save Liam again. In the elevator, Theo and Liam agree to fight together and, despite the fact
that they both take a ball or two, they get to the top. The real loser is Gabe, who was killed by his men, and let Theo take some pain in a moment that proves Theo is on his way to redemption. When he gets back to high school, Monroe shoots Scott with a bullet with a yellow wolf belt in it, which leaves Derek to act fast and pulls Scott into the chemistry room
so he can burn the wolf's belt out of his system. Did anyone else in this scene burn Scott's tattoo in his arm? (Next: return of Void Stiles) When Derek starts to feel Anuk-Ite's fear, he lets Scott get pregnant while he goes down the hall and comes out. But when Anuk-Ite takes the form of Jennifer – Darach/Derek's girl from season 3 – Derek finally takes a time
to open his eyes and look at her. Of course, when he does, it turns to stone. I have to be honest: that bothers me. Derek knows he can't open his eyes, and even though this thing speaks in Jennifer's voice, the fact that he keeps telling him to open his eyes is further proof that he's anuk-ite. Derek's smarter than that! Anuk-Ite also successfully fools Jackson,
Ethan and Malia, leaving Scott to rely on himself in the library. But before we get to the big bill, I have to mention Stilinski's bad moment when he shows up to save Parrish from Eichen and kicks the butts of three of his deputies despite the fact that everyone is, What are you like, 60? I love that Stilinski got this moment. While all this is happening, we also get
an Argentinian family reunion when Kate finds out that her decision to give Gerard a yellow wolf belt isn't smart, given how he made the extra ball... for it. Gerard shoots his own daughter because he's the worst. Luckily, Argent came just in time to tell Gerard that Scott had figured out how to solve everything. In the library, Scott keeps his eyes closed as he
feels just like everyone. The guy you saw on this show is Void Stiles!!! Then it's Nogitsune, then it's Derek, Malia, Lydia, Berserker, They, Dread Doctor, etc. When he bullied Scott, he reminds him that he failed his friends. You failed everyone, especially her... especially Allison. And here's your other fragile Allison reference of the evening. But really, can we
please get more Void Stiles?! This may be my favorite return to the finals. Scott, never opening his eyes, reveals that he knows how to catch Anuk-Ite. After blackening his eyes with his claw - yes, that was fun to watch - Scott is back. Scott informs Anuk-Ite that he has to accept the rules that come along with that, including lines we can't cross. And cut
Gerard's whispering mountain shaft again. Stiles just showed up and threw a mountain jas that he stole from the armory. And it works. With Anuk-Ite trapped, anyone who has turned to the stone is able to liberate (and thankfully Finstock is there to save Jackson and Ethan from the last hunter). As for Argent, he leaves Gerard in the hands of Kate - who is
now full of jaguars so it doesn't end well for the old man. Just as Monroe asks for an update over the radio, Liam informs her: You've lost. But it's not perfect yet: Scott's eyes don't get unfa old in the library. It's hard to focus when Malia gets to his side. When Lydia takes Stiles by the hand, she remembers their first kiss and how it led Stiles to focus when he
had a panic attack. Malia, kiss him, he says. And that's how Malia does it and it works. Scott can focus on something other than medicine. (Next: War is not over yet) With the war over, we returned to Scott's voice and told us that the hunters had escaped that night. And after that, far fewer people were willing to use guns. They weren't afraid of us anymore,
says Scott. Now we have rabbits who used to be enemies. We've got the pads. We have friends who are willing to fight for us. The montage shows that Liam and Nolan are now captains of the lacrosse team, Deaton is helping Corey and Mason, and before melisa and argent kiss we got the final glimpses of both Theo and Peter! And here are Jackson and
Ethan, who successfully got home to London. As Scott Alec says, The rest of us were looking for others like you. Scott explains that Monroe still has thousands of followers around the world, and tonight they need all the help they can get. That's when Stiles, Lydia, Malia, Derek and Liam come in. Scott introduces Alec to his pack and invites him to join if he's
willing to fight. Alec tells Scott that Monroe called him a monster. And, re-examine the line from the season Scott tells Alec, You're not a monster. You're a vacuum. Just like me. The series then ends with Scott and his pack - which now includes Alec - walking toward his next battle. And with one last smile from our True Alpha, let's say goodbye. And that's the
end of Teen Wolfe. Personally, I was surprised that the show left things on that note, especially after I felt that the previous two finals could almost serve as a better finale of the series. At the end of Season 5, he had a wonderful tribute to Allison and really gave a sense of closure, and then 610 had that very full circle of scott and stiles moment, jumping into a
jeep to go see the body in the woods. I would be happy with them as our farewell. This finale felt more like a cliffhanger than anything the show had done before, which is a strange choice when writing the series finale. I don't like to know that there's a lot of war to be ed out, and that's where all these people go. How many will die? How long will they be able
to live a happy life? It's not the most tramp note to keep things on. Besides, I understand the idea of bringing things into full circle with the introduction of a new spy who has a similar story to Scott, but I think there was little much in an already packed finale. If we were to introduce the kids to the season premiere and work in this story all year round, it could
work better, but it felt like a character who I don't care about is taking time away from the people I love. And then there's the whole way, it's all come together completely, and they've all come out of this war unscathed. Suddenly, the defeat of Anuk-Ite is as simple as grab some mountain ing? Where's the tension? Even when Scott was shot with a yellow wolf
band, we didn't have time to panic, as less than five minutes later Derek was inauthing him. In the end, I enjoyed a number of callbacks and familiar faces, and as an episode I would give this a better rating. But as a finale, this one let me want more. 23 memorable shipping moments from the 2017 Teen Wolf series finale recap: 'The Wolves of War' Teen
Wolf: See New Photos From the Series Finale Teen Wolf recap: 'Genotype'/'Broken Voice Ranking Every Season of Teen Wolf Teen Wolf recap: 'Werewolves of London' Teen Wolf recap: 'Triggers' Teen Wolf recap: 'Face-to-faceless'/'Test Pressure Test' Teen Wolfcap recap: 'After Images' ' Teen Wolf recap: 'Raw Talent' Teen Wolf premiere recap: 'Said the
Spider to the Fly' Teen Wolf Premiere Photos: See Stiles at the FBI 47 Amazing cakes from your favorite TV shows' milestone episodes Teen Wolf winter finale recap: 'Riders on the Storm' Teen Wolf recap: 'Memory Found' Teen Wolf recap: 'Blitzkrieg' Teen Wolf recap: 'Heartless' Teen Wolf recap: 'Ghosted' Teen Wolf recap : Season 6 , Episode 5 Teen Wolf
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